Review

One and two-point perspective
One-point perspective from photograph

• Draw this picture using 1-point perspective
• Sketch out on a tracing paper or sketchbook
  • First find the ......
  • Second ......
  • .........
One-point perspective from photograph
One-point perspective from photograph

• Draw this picture using 1-point perspective
• Lay out a tracing paper on top of this picture
  • First find the ......
  • Second ......
  • Then draw the back wall
• Do not trace it
• Use the right proportion to draw all the objects in this interior base on the True back wall
• Show volume
• Show line weights
Two-point perspective from photograph

• Draw this picture using 2-point perspective
• Sketch out on a tracing paper or sketchbook
  • First find the ......
  • Second ......
  • .........
Two-point perspective from photograph
Two-point perspective from photograph

- Draw this picture using 2-point perspective
- Lay out a tracing paper on top of this picture
  - First find the ......
  - Second ......
  - Then draw True Height Line
- Do not trace it
- Use the right proportion to draw all the objects in this interior base on the THL
- Show volume
- Show line weights
Two-point perspective from photograph

• Draw this picture using 2-point perspective
• Lay out a tracing paper on top of this picture
  • First find the ......
  • Second ......
  • Then draw the back wall
• Do not trace it
• Use the right proportion to draw all the objects in this interior
• Show volume
• Show line weights